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Philosophy
I love great ideas and the people who create them. I’m driven by the opportunity to make award-winning 
creative work that helps shape brands and build companies. My approach includes zeroing in on the rel-
evant truth for the brand, relevant to consumers and truthful about the product. Then bringing marketing 
communications to life with ideas and messaging that inspires the company, creates brand advocates, and 
directly motivates sales. To make it happen, I use proven leadership methods for organizing and motivating 
internal teams. The most rewarding part is doing all of this in a way that has everyone around me enjoying 
the experience, feeling empowered to perform at their best, and working with a team spirit that eliminates 
failure as an option. 

Results 
A brand campaign I directed for the Peace Corps generated an estimated $100m in donated media space. 
The client credited the quality of the creative idea and execution for the record-setting number.
For Samsung Kitchen Appliances launch into the home builder channel, we created websites, sales support 
materials, marketing automation campaigns, traditional, digital & social advertising, trade show experienc-
es and print collateral– everything Samsung sales and marketing efforts needed to go from zero to $1B in 
sales quotes in the first 18 months.
When Georgia Natural Gas went on the chopping block, SouthStar Energy declared the company had few 
assets beyond the dominant brand awareness and preference my Gas Guy campaign delivered. It was a 
significant factor in their decision to purchase the company. 

Work Experience
Morrison Agency, Chief Creative Officer, ‘13 to present
Morrison has been a venerated agency in the Atlanta market for over 30 years. When I joined, it was still 
suffering fallout from the recession and experiencing internal turmoil over failed attempts to integrate tradi-
tional and digital marketing disciplines. I saw this as an opportunity to apply my experience and particular 
skill sets to mend relationships and get teams rowing in the same direction. My role was not just creative 
leadership, but to help turn the ship around. I introduced a creative process I designed to alleviate derision 
among departments, boost morale, and help the agency dramatically increase its output of world class ideas. 
The results were game changing for the agency. Teamwork, efficiency, and billings grew substantially, as did 
the client roster with the addition of brands like Samsung, Hooters, Good2Grow Beverages and State Bank 
& Trust. During my tenure, the agency has tripled it’s staff and billing, and done what founder Bob Morrison 
described as the best creative work in its history.

Modea, Executive Creative Director, ‘11-’13
When I joined Modea, it was a project-based digital agency eager to expand its impact on the brands it 
served, and grow revenue by establishing AOR relationships. The agency enlisted me to help transform the 
organization from a website and app company to a fully-integrated ad agency. My challenge was to help 
create new practices for the organization and make its ambitions a reality. In the first few months, I introduced 
procedures to help all departments and disciplines adapt to conceiving and producing brand ideas and 
campaigns. Modea had never done this before. The creative people had little experience in brand con-
cepting and storytelling. Technology, strategy, media, and analytics were not working in concert with the 
creative process. I asked project managers to adjust the processes so I could guide the agency in making 
holistic advertising campaigns. For me, a deep dive into the digital space was an exciting challenge. Some 
pretty amazing digital strategists, technologists, PMs, UX and UI designers helped me get more fully im-

Brand Experience
ADT HOME SECURITY
AIRELOOM MATTRESS
AT&T
BALLY’S HEALTH SPA 
BAYER ADVANCED
BAYER CROP SCIENCE
CADENCE BANK
CAPITOL ONE
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT
CHIQUITA
CINGULAR WIRELESS
DELL COMPUTER
DELTA AIRLINES
ESTEE LAUDER
GEORGIA LOTTERY
GEORGIA NATURAL GAS
GOOD 2 GROW BEVERAGES
HARDEE’S RESTAURANTS
HARVEY’S RESORT/CASINO
HOOTERS RESTAURANTS
HONDA DEALERS 
IHOP RESTAURANTS 
KIA RACING
KNOTT’S BERRY FARM
MAXFLI GOLF
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
nTELOS WIRELESS
PEACE CORPS
POLARTEC
PONTIAC DEALERS
PROGRESS ENERGY
RACKSPACE CLOUD HOSTING
RIUNITE WINES
SAMSUNG APPLIANCES
SCHLAGE DOOR LOCKS
SEALED AIR / CRYOVAC
SHAKEY’S PIZZA
SIMMONS MATTRESS
SO CAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
SQWINCHER BEVERAGES
TOSCA
TROPICANNA RESORT/CASINO
ZENITH TELEVISION



mersed into creating digital brand experiences. The collaboration worked exceedingly well. Modea was 
able to achieve things it never had before. The agency’s first ever advertising AOR agreement with regional 
cell carrier nTelos Wireless tops the list. We created world class pitches for national brands like 5 Hour 
Energy, Clinique, and Riunite Wines. We were awarded assignments from Riunite Wines and Estee Lauder. 
We created Modea’s first fully integrated campaign for Vitrue, the social media management company. We 
produced the agency’s first TV commercial, a national spot for Riunite, and a milestone for any digital shop. 
By successfully transforming a digital agency into a fully integrated one, I also gained insight into how a tra-
ditional agency can diminish the pain and pitfalls of incorporating digital capabilities. The ability to get all 
departments working in concert to deliver powerful brand experiences across all channels is what excites 
me about this business, and makes me valuable to both agencies and clients.

BBDO Atlanta, SVP Executive Creative Director, ‘94-’11
My rise through the ranks at a world-class agency from Art Director to Executive Creative Director provid-
ed some amazing opportunities to manage creative and production teams and make contributions to a 
wide range of regional, national, and global brands– including multiple Fortune 500 companies. I served 
on the Board of Directors, and was a core member of a new business team that won eight of ten pitches 
over a twelve month period. I concepted a campaign for Simmons Mattress its CMO deemed, “The best 
advertising idea ever to come out of Atlanta”. I designed a billboard campaign for Delta airlines during the 
Atlanta Olympics that Delta Chairman, Ron Allen, called, “The greatest outdoor campaign Delta has ever 
done”. But perhaps I am most proud of being awarded the BBDO Founder’s Award–an honor bestowed 
upon an individual only once every two or three years for outstanding contributions to the agency. The 
award was for an agency-wide program I authored with two primary goals. First, ensure we delivered on the 
BBDO global vision of creating world-class advertising. Second, grow client relationships by monitoring 
and improving client satisfaction. Agency employees and clients both understand this can be a daunting 
challenge. It’s the classic battle of art vs. commerce. It’s a balance my idea was able to help us strike with 
great success.

Creative and Marketing Industry Awards
One Show, Communication Arts, FWA’s, National Gold Effies, Emmy, Archive Magazine, Clios, New York 
Art Directors, Print Annual, Graphis Advertising Annual, Addy’s Best of Show, Art Directors of Los Angeles.
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kylelewis.com
(678) 464-4131


